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The Situation: The old model of global
business services (GBS) organizations
focusing on process excellence and
transactional efficiency is giving way to
an exclusive focus on providing valueadded services with data access and
analysis at its core. The change is
accelerating as more and more
companies look to GBS to support
efforts to provide decision-making and
reinforce linkages between different
parts of the business.
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This shift is leading to a future where its
functions aren’t limited to being a support
center for shard services and go-between for
technical partners and the business needs.
Rather, as businesses seek more value from
their data assets to drive crucial experiences
(see Exhibit 1) for customers, suppliers, and
employees, the modern GBS will need to
become an uber COE to drive data driven
insights and decision making, guiding effective
allocation and deployment of people, process,
and technology. Each of the objectives below
are supported and promoted by data, with
process and technology underpinning support.
This COE model will be critical to delivering
the end-to-end experience sought to drive topline revenues. To make this happen, executives
must frame the desired state and require active
engagement from CISO, Compliance leader,
and CIO to create a new manifesto for their
GBS operations.

drive demand planning and better product and
service distribution. Through mining data they
can plan an active part in channel optimization,
transfer pricing, and promotions. The GBS
access to data as a quality, security, and policy
orchestrator can have significant benefits
industries such as media and publishing, where
content optimization is core to the business—
driving more value from a fixed set of assets.

Service delivery models are evolving
Despite the vision and aspiration, this all-valueadded services model is not happening
overnight. For most companies, especially in
the mid-market, transactional core services
operations delivery through legacy GBS
models are evolving gradually from a labor to a
technology play. This interplay between valueadded and core operations must move in
lockstep through the maturity curve to
successfully evolve to a technology enabled
model.

In discussions with GBS leaders, we have
uncovered numerous opportunities for them to

Exhibit 1: Improving experiences is the driver of services adoption
What is the most important driver for deployment of third-party services?
Rank-1
Improve customer experience

30%

Improve supplier experience

18%

Improve employee experience

Improve data and analytics-based decision making

Reduce operational costs 4%

Gain access to hard-to-find skillsets

18%

5%

3%

7%

9%
12%

17%
10%

8%

8%

18%

8%

Rank-3

5% 4%

12%

Drive business outcomes or top-line growth 4%

Allow retained (in-house) employees to focus on core activities

10%

15%

Improve efficiency by optimizing transactional process flow
Drive digital transformation

10%

Rank-2

16%
16%
15%

9%

3%

Note: Less than 3% is not depicted in the chart
Sample: 800 Global 2000 Enterprises
Source: HFS OneOffice Pulse Study, H2, 2021
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Once the right data governance is in place,
automation will be the foundation for
delivering transactional services on a cloud
platform. These two elements—cloud and
automation—ensure digital readiness for the
future. The future-ready GBS organization will
ultimately drive transformative cost reduction
and scale delivered through technology,
encompassing four stack components:

Exhibit 2 underscores the importance of
technology to the Global 2000 when we asked
them to name their top business strategies;
investing in technology was right behind
focusing on top-line growth.

A new operating model drives a
frictionless experience

• Service layer

• Process layer enabled through automation
and data fluidity
• Application layer with a focus on middle and
industry-specific solutions
• Cloud infrastructure
This technology-focused approach also infers a
much greater alignment between business
functions and IT, and ultimately across all
members of a company’s ecosystem.

The importance of traditional GBS deployment
models (process and multifunctional delivery
focused) will decline from 40% to 25% among
Global 2000 companies over the next two
years. We expect companies using both
captive and outsourced delivery models to
transition toward digitally enabled, frictionless
experiences and away from process-centric
models. Again, the ongoing trend is the
disruption of traditional GBS using technology
as the primary element to get to frictionless
finance and selling, general, and administrative
(SG&A) services.

Exhibit 2: Digital and data are among the top business strategies for companies over the
next 12-18 months
What are the major business strategies that your organization is pursuing to meet your organizational
goal for the next 12-18 months?
Percentage of respondents
Other
10%

Seek to acquire external
assets or companies

10%
38%

Improve bottom-line
efficiencies and cost
Key focus areas
• Divest underperforming
assets or business lines
• De-risk supply chain

17%

Pursue top line growth
initiatives
Key focus areas
• Overhaul product post-COVID
• Enter into new markets for
products and services
• Focus on virtual CX excellence

25%
Invest in modernizing data and
technologies
Key focus areas
• Use data as business asset
• Accelerate digital modernization programs
Sample: 800 Global 2000 Enterprises
Source: HFS OneOffice Pulse Study, H2, 2021
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Technology choice will vary when you transition
from transactional-driven to value-driven
outcomes. For example, the
metaverse technology stack, where the
combinatorial power of existing enabler
technologies like cloud, internet of things (IoT),
artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain ledger,
and digital twins is commonplace, will increase
in usage. With these technologies, GBS
becomes the focal point for de-risking
operations and driving digital deployment
across the enterprise at scale. A significant
component is these activities will drive
efficiencies and standards linked to
sustainability, requiring fewer resources and
less energy and contributing to another vector
for reducing friction overall in the enterprise.

What are the steps to an effective
GBS in the digital age?
The ultimate questions are, “How do we drive
GBS to become a ‘utility,’? Where can you plug
GBS services for routine transactions and
outcomes while driving value-added outcomebased models?” The first thing to remember in
this new work environment is that captives can’t
survive with small transaction value if new
operating models depend on deploying
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technology at scale. Enterprises will need a
hybrid service delivery model approach. With
that in mind, here are the key action steps:
• Employ a highly skilled workforce capable of
working seamlessly with data and advanced
tools.
• Deploy a high degree of automation
combined with the application of process
acumen, enabled by data.

• Bring BPO, ITO, and managed services
together to drive a balanced and effective
service delivery model.
• De-risk all aspects of operations delivery and
take advantage of digital at scale.
• Incorporate concepts of the HFS OneOffice
and Data Lifecyle.
• Create an ecosystem of excellence with
technology partners, suppliers, and vendors,
incorporating a seamless flow of data across
the ecosystem.

• Build a metaverse-aware technology stack as
the infrastructure foundation for all service
delivery.
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The Bottom Line: Data-focused
approaches to GBS will be the key to
getting digital value at scale
From a third-party services partnership standpoint, the value is in the
data. The more the client lets the provider in, the more effective the
relationship becomes. The data strategy for enterprises must be internal,
with partners, right up and down the supply chain and into their
ecosystems. The fundamental nature of GBS is evolving, with technology
as the catalyst to frictionless processes at scale, but data strategy is
critical to its success.
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About HFS
Insight. Inspiration. Impact.
HFS is a unique analyst organization that combines deep visionary
expertise with rapid demand side analysis of the Global 2000. Its
outlook for the future is admired across the global technology
and business operations industries. Its analysts are respected for
their no-nonsense insights based on demand side data and
engagements with industry practitioners.
HFS Research introduced the world to terms such as “RPA”
(Robotic Process Automation) in 2012 and more recently, the HFS
OneOfficeTM. The HFS mission is to provide visionary insight into
the major innovations impacting business operations such as
Automation, Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, Internet of Things,
Digital Business Models and Smart Analytics.

Read more about HFS and our initiatives on:
www.hfsresearch.com or follow
@HFSResearch

